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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
ECO-CORE® SVL FACED PANEL laminated on Falcata Blockboard
PRODUCT
The Eco-Core SVL (Solid Veneer Lumber) Faced Panel is made from approximately 3mm thick SVL
laminated onto both faces of Eco-Core Falcata Blockboard. The SVL Faced Panel on Falcata Blockboard is
suitable for use on over-sized doors.
SIZE - AVAILABLE GOOD ONE SIDE OR GOOD TWO SIDES, LONG GRAIN
SINGLE CORE
3030mm x 1210mm x 22, 24, 27, 34mm
TRIPLE CORE
3030mm x 1210mm x 44, 46, 51, 56, 65, 79mm
CONSTRUCTION
The SVL Faced Panel is supplied raw, sanded to grid 60. Exposed edges will require finishing with an edge
strip. In the raw product small holes and cracks can occur on the faces caused by open knots, cracks or
similar. These holes and cracks are not classified as defects and should be puttied with timber putty prior to
fine sanding. These panels are custom made and supplied in full sheets, please give allowance for cutting
or fine sanding to exact measurement.
SPECIES/COLOUR
European Beech, Light Beige to Light Brown
GLUE
Phenolic glue, moisture resistant PVA glue
DENSITY
Approximately 350- 430 kg/m 3
FIRE RESISTANCE
A full fire test report can be supplied separately, please forward your enquiry.
ENVIRONMENT
E0 Certified
APPLICATION
Doors, cabinetry, large window/door frames and long span shelving, dividers/partitioning, table/bench tops,
furniture, joinery work.
The appearance of an SVL Faced Panel is indicative only. Color, grain and laminations can vary and are not
classified as defects. Small samples do not completely represent what a large surface will look like.

The information presented herein is supplied as a guide to those who handle, install or use this product. It is important that the end user makes a determination
regarding the safety procedures utilized during use of this product and ensure they are adequate. Our application of written or spoken technical
recommendations that we use to support the buyer / processor is based on our experience, according to the current state of knowledge in science and practice
and are not binding and shall not establish a legally valid contractual relationship, and no additional obligations under the purchase contract.

